
Art. No. Article/Length Colours

02000 Jumping Bat, Nylon weave, EVO-grip
18“,24“   45/60 cm  

available in  
various colours

03000 Dressage Whip, Nylon weave, EVO-grip
40“-56“   100-140 cm

available in  
various colours

11001
Touchier Whip, Nylon weave, EVO-grip

with leather thong
56“-60“   140-160 cm

available in  
various colours

The journey from rough sketch to finished product.

... the next generation! Ergonomics in perfection.
 NEWS!

Innovation brings change: EVOLUTION
The new EVO whip handle developed by FLECK offers ergonomics in absolute perfection. 
With its variable, ergonomic grip zones, the EVO handle provides sensational control and 
enough space for the rider to hold the reins in the optimum position – and this is true for any 
hand size. In addition to the distinctive grip, the additional strength of the EVO handle lies in 
its versatility in showjumping, dressage and groundwork. An innovative handle designed and 
developed with experienced riders and trainers.
EVO – the next generation is at the starting gate!

EVO
LUTION

NEW IN 2022NEW IN 2022
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The idea first drafts 3D printing user test



FLECK Pocket

07048 18/48“   45/120 cm

07048 22/66“   55/165 cm

07048 26/76“   65/190 cm

07048 26/152“   65/380 cm

07048 26/196“   65/490 cm

from 26“  65 cm                                                                                                                                                                                                              to 76“   190 

High-tech carbon offering excellent value for money: FLECK Pocket
The innovative Pocket whips for professional and leisure use are robust, ultralight and extremely prac-
tical. A modern type of driving whip for one-horse carriages, pairs and four-in-hand carriages which is 
also a firm favourite with the professionals from the NEW VISION driving team. But Pocket whips are 
also eminently suitable for use as touchier whips for day-to-day groundwork. Their advantages include 
the slim X-tec handle for optimum positioning in the hand and the use of high-tech carbon for maximum 
stability and resilience combined with amazingly low weight. And the best feature of all is the telescopic 
function which allows the Pocket whip to be reduced to a compact size, taking up less space, and pulled 
out for use in a matter of seconds. Efficient, ultralight and compact – the new Pocket whips from FLECK 
– the ultimate training equipment for drivers and instructors!
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Art. No. Article/Length Colours

07048 

18/48“
45/120 cm

Drop lash Whip POCKET, 4-part telescopic,  
X-tec grip, 6“ lash

shaft black 
handle black

07048 

22/66“
55/165 cm

Drop lash Whip POCKET, 3-part telescopic,  
X-tec grip, 6“ lash

shaft black 
handle black

07048 

26/76“
65/190 cm

Drop lash Whip POCKET, 4-part telescopic,  
X-tec grip, 6“ lash

shaft black 
handle black

07048 

26/152“
65/380 cm

Drop lash Whip POCKET, 7-part telescopic,  
X-tec grip, 16“ lash

shaft black 
handle black

07048 

26/196“
65/490 cm

Drop lash Whip POCKET, 9-part telescopic,  
X-tec grip, 16“ lash

shaft black 
handle black

Art. No. Article/Length Colours

11048
22/60“ 

55/150cm 
22/66“ 

55/160 cm

Touchier Whip POCKET,  4-part telescopic,  
X-tec grip, 6“ lash

shaft black 
handle black

FLECK Pocket Touchier Whips

FLECK Pocket Driving Whips

from 26“  65 cm                                                                                                                                                                                                              to 76“   190 

}
}

}
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The FLECK Pocket touchier whip is so light to hold and offers enough distance for safe 
and efficient control from the ground.



Art. No. Article/Length Colours

02723
Premium 

BLUE

Jumping Bat, fibreglas with SilkTouch, 
UltraSoft grip, BLUE cap 

20“/24“   50/60 cm

shaft black 
handle black

02724
Crystal 
BLUE

Jumping Bat, fibreglas with SilkTouch, 
UltraSoft grip, BLUE crystal wrapped grip  

and Blue caps 
20“/24“   50/60 cm

shaft black 
handle black

03723
Premium 

BLUE

Dressage Whip, fibreglas with SilkTouch, 
UltraSoft grip, BLUE cap 

40“-52“   100-130 cm

shaft black 
handle black

03724
Crystal 
BLUE

Dressage Whip, fibreglas with SilkTouch, 
UltraSoft grip, BLUE crystal wrapped grip  

and Blue caps 
40“-52“   100-130 cm

shaft black 
handle black

Art. No. Article/Length Colours

02025 
SPORTY

Jumping Bat, woven nylon 
cover, Sporty-wrapped grip, 

mushroom cap,
20“/24“   50/60 cm

shaft black 
handle black, brown, grey

03025 
SPORTY

Dressage whip, woven nylon 
cover, Sporty-wrapped grip, 

mushroom cap,
40“-56“   100-140 cm

shaft black 
handle black, brown, grey
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Stylish, subtle, cool: SilkTouch BLUE
The new SilkTouch BLUE Premium and Crystal whips look so cool and distinctive. If 
you are looking for something a bit different then SilkTouch BLUE is just the right 
product for you! In addition to the perfect balance and superb grip, the new SilkTouch 
BLUE jumping bats and dressage whips boast a subtle and unique charm.
“Fantasy meets high-tech”: whips don’t get any cooler than this!

Classic good looks and perfect functions:  SPORTY
The new, innovative SPORTY jumping bats and dressage whips with their trendsetting 
synthetic leather handles are a popular choice among people who spend time on tour 
going to various tournaments. Not only is there a timeless elegance in their appearance 
but they also feel great, offering the ultimate grip and the non-slip surface which is 
particularly important when competing in tournaments. The perfect balance provided 
by the SPORTY whips facilitates precision in the use of the riding aids and the desired 
stimulus. An exceptionally chic and sporty whip for dressage and showjumping!

02723
03723

02724
03724
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